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Hi, I'm Ahren Brunow and I'm a Product Manager at Equinix. In this video I'm going to introduce you
to the maintenance activity feature that will be included in the IBX SmartView 2020.1. So, in the
past IBX SmartView hasn't surfaced information about the mechanical and electrical assets that are
currently under maintenance within an IBX. As part of this release users will be able to see if any of
the assets that support their cages are currently under active maintenance and this is part of our
commitment to transparency about data center operations. So our customers understand what
maintenance we perform and when we perform it. Additionally, we'll be providing access to
maintenance scripts that are used to guide maintenance on critical infrastructure so our customers
can understand exactly what is being done during these maintenance events.
So, before we get started, we will login and once you're logged in, we're going to click on
maintenance in the main navigation and this will take you to the maintenance activity feature as you
can see in the sidebar navigation here.
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So scrolling down you see the data grid here and this is listing all active maintenance for the
electrical and mechanical assets that support your cages, cabinets, and high end power
circuits. It should be noted that you'll only see maintenance events for the IBXs in which you
have an IBX SmartView subscription. The data grid is sorted by default on the most recent
maintenance event that has started. We're listing the following columns, we have asset, so this
is the unique asset ID for the asset under maintenance. The type of asset so here you can see
different asset categories like UPS, CRAH, generators, air handling units, etc. As well as all of
the IBXs where the maintenance is taking place, the date that that maintenance is started, and
then also the affected assets here.
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Finally, we have a few columns that describe a little bit more information about the asset
that's under maintenance so the manufacturer model number and then the type of asset it is.
Then lastly, we have three columns that provide a little bit of geographical information about
where exactly this maintenance is occurring. Which Metro, Country as well as Region and then
of course you can also use these column settings to customize the view that you see here in
this data grid.

So, you can reorder say you want to see date started first you can go ahead and apply that and
if I scroll over here to the left you now see that the date started is the first column in the grid.
Of course, you can go ahead and reset those settings if you want to go back to the default.
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So, let's view an individual active maintenance event. You can click on any row in the grid and
that will open a drawer that provides a more detailed view. So, in this case I'm looking at a
maintenance event for AM5 for a PDU that is manufactured by Siemens and this is the
equipment model.
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This is providing just a condensed view of what's available in the data grid as well as I can quickly
see when that maintenance event started. Then finally, we have this affected account grid. So, in this
grid you can see all of your accounts that are impacted by this maintenance event. As well you'll see
here that this "4 circuits" are a hyperlink so you can click this here and receive a little bit more
contextual information about where those circuits are located.

So, the first accordion level is for cage, the second level is for cabinet, and then finally we're listing
the circuits that are impacted by this PDU that is under maintenance. For the circuit naming
convention, we're showing the voltage, the amps, the phase as well as if it's a redundant or primary
circuit and the last four digits are the circuit serial number. Then finally you can also expand and
close this if you'd like to but you can also download the data within this data grid and clicking this
download button will provide you a CSV file so you can do whatever additional analysis you'd like
through that file.
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Finally, you can also download all of the data within this data grid using this export data download
icon and this will download everything that you see in the data grid. If you apply any filters for
instance you want to just see PDUs that are under maintenance. Now if you go ahead and hit this
export data button you will download only the data that you see within the data grid.

That concludes the demonstration of maintenance activity. We look forward to hearing any
feedback you have, and we hope you enjoy these new features thank you.
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